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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study growth properties of entire functions of exponential type on C”. We 
prove that a complex Fourier transform f of an L2 function g with compact support in I?” has 
regular growth if the convex hull of the support of g is a polyhedron. The proof involves an analysis 
of the indicator function off, a useful alternative description of regular growth and a lower-bounds 
theorem for several variables that is obtained with the aid of potential theory. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let f be an entire function on C, n(r) the number of zeros of fin B(0, r), the 
ball with centre 0 and radius r, and m(r) the average of log IfI over the circum- 
ference C(0, r). Jensen’s formula reveals the close relation between the rate of 
growth of m(r) and the speed with which n(r) increases. A much more refined 
analysis yields that the existence of an angular density of the zeros of f is 
roughly equivalent to what is called regular growth off, cf. Levin [7]. 
In several variables the concept of regular growth exists also and there are 
similar relations between regular growth of an entire function and the distri- 
bution of its zero set. Therefore one may ask for criteria for regular growth. 
In one variable a typical result is the following: entire functions of exponential 
type which are in L2 or bounded on the real axis are of regular growth. 
In this paper we will study growth properties of entire functions of expo- 
nential type on Q=” that are in L2 on the real subspace iR” c C”. Examples on c2 
* Work supported by the Netherlands’ research organization Z.W.O. 
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are 
sin z sin w -.- and sin2(z2 + w2)* 
z w z2+w2 - 
By an n-dimensional form of the Paley-Wiener theorem, such functions are 
Fourier transforms of L2 functions with compact support. We will call these 
functions Paley-Wiener functions. 
Our main result is the following: 
Let g E L2(lR”) have compact support KC IT?‘. Suppose that the convex hull 
of K is a polyhedron. Then 
f(z) = Fg(z) = j e- “““g(s)ds 
I?” 
is an entire function of regular growth on d=“. 
Note that some restriction on f is necessary: an example of Vauthier [l 1] 
shows that there exist Paley-Wiener functions of irregular growth. 
In section 1 we review a recent definition of regular growth and a corre- 
sponding result on growth and zero distribution. Section 2 is devoted to an 
analysis of the indicator -function of a Paley-Wiener function. Theorem 2 is a 
slight refinement of the Plancherel-Polya theorem and theorem 3 provides a 
precise description of the indicator function for the case where the convex hull 
of the support of g is polyhedral. Section 3 contains the principal results of the 
paper. Using potential theoretic methods we first prove a multi-dimensional 
“lower-bounds theorem” which may also be of independent interest. We next 
introduce a convenient alternate definition of regular growth which looks much 
weaker than the standard definition but ultimately turns out to be equivalent. 
The main step is in part A of theorem 5; part B of that theorem leads rather 
directly to the principal result, theorem 6. As an application we describe in 
section 4 the zero distribution of Paley-Wiener functions on c2 that satisfy our 
conditions. 
1. SOME FACTS CONCERNING GROWTH 
In this section we recall definitions and simple facts of regular growth and 
indicator functions for entire functions of exponential type. 
We call a holomorphic function f on Q=” of exponential type if there exist 
constants B, C such that 
For z #0 the radial indicator off is defined by: 
hf(z) : = & log Iflrz)l. 
r+ca r 
For n = 1 this function is continuous and related to TV, the classical Phragmen- 
Lindelof indicator function: rf(13) = hf(eie). For nr2 we introduce the so- 
called (regularized) indicator: 
h?(z) = is-l hJ( Iv), 
W-L 
cf. Lelong [5]. It is convenient to define $(O)=hf*(O) =O. 
When no confusion is possible, we simply write h and h *. The indicator h * 
is plurisubharmonic and positively homogeneous, i.e. 
h*(rz)=rh*(z), r>O. 
It need not be continuous, cf. Lelong [6]. Furthermore, except possibly for z 
in a very thin set, namely a set of r-capacity 0, h*(z)=h(z), cf. Ronkin [lo]. 
In particular, one has h *(iv) = h(iy) for almost all unit vectors y E IT?“. 
For one variable, regular growth can be defined as follows, cf. Pfluger [8], 
Levin [7]: For EC lR,c, we say that E has zero relative measure if 
lim ml (En (09 r)) = o 
,--cc r 
Here ml is the Lebesgue measure on IR. By definition, f has regular growth in 
the direction 0 E [0,2n) if 
(1.1) 
lim* log If(re’9l 
=h(eie)=7,(f3). 
r-+m r 
Here and in the sequel lim* means that the limit exists for values of r outside 
a suitable set of zero relative measure. 
For several variables, the older definitions of regular growth were based on 
(l.l), cf. Gruman [l]. The following definition has the advantage of the 
absence of exceptional sets. Let B(z,r) denote the open ball with radius r and 
centre z in C” and V(r) its volume. The Lebesgue measure on C” is denoted by 
m. Put 
Ij(z, 6) = -L l log IAz’)l 
V(6r) ~w,6~) r 
dm(z’). 
DEFINITION (Gruman [2]). A function f of exponential type is said to have 
regular growth in the direction z E C”\ (0) if for every e, 6,> 0 there exist 6 
with 0 < 6 < ~3, and R > 0 depending on E and 6 such that for r> R: 
It is said to have regular growth on a set D if it has regular growth in all 
directions z E D (z # 0). 
This definition leads to properties for regular growth similar to the one 
variable case. In particular one has, cf. [2], 
PROPERTY 1. Suppose h * is pluriharmonic in a domain D. If f has regular 
growth in one direction zo~D, then f has regular growth on D. 
PROPERTY 2. If f grows regularly on D\F, where D is open and F has 
measure zero, then f grows regularly on D. 
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REMARK. We will indicate proofs of these properties in section 3. 
As in the one-variable case, regular growth is equivalent to regular zero 
distribution. This is illustrated by a version of a particular result of Gruman, 
cf. [2], which can be applied in our situation. We introduce some notations. Let 
S=CU~(O, 1). For WES put 
T,,,(p) = {z: angle between the radii through z and w is smaller than q}. 
This is a cone around w. Further we set: 
d,(p) = volume of the zero set off in T,,,((p) nB(0, r) 
=& T(Q)Aa(4 ) Ll log Ifldm. 1 I 
The last integral makes sense because log IfI is subharmonic, cf. section 3.1. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be an entire function of exponential type and regular 
growth with indicator h*. Then the zero set off satisfies the relation: 
REMARK. The main point here is the equality f . The last equality in the 
theorem is an immediate consequence of the homogeneity of h*. 
As a corollary one obtains: if h* is pluriharmonic on TW(ylO), then for c~cp~ 
d&9 lim - I-m r2n-1 =o* 
cf. Gruman [l, 21. 
2. INDICATORS OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
We denote the support function of the convex hull of a compact set KC IR” 
by HK, that is: 
H&x)=max (x, t), XE IR”, 
ZEK 
where, now and in the sequel, for z, w in IR” or C”: 
(Z, w>= i ZjWj* 
j=l 
Note that the support function is often defined for unit vectors x only. 
We define SIR”, the set of semi-reals in C” by 
SIR”: ={zEC”:ZIEC and ~ER"cC" such that z=n.r}. 
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Now let gEL’(lV’) have compact support Kg. We introduce 
f(z) : = Fg(z) = in e-i(zps)g(s)ds, 
the Fourier transform of g. The well-known Paley-Wiener theorem [lo] says: 
f is an entire function of exponential type and 
fk n is in L2 
# 
there exists a ge L2(lR”) with compact support such that f = Yg. 
Because of this theorem we will call these functions Pafey- Wiener functions. 
The following theorem, due essentially to Plancherel and Pblya [9], relates 
hull Kg to h;. 
THEOREM 2. Let f = %$g be a Paley- Wiener function, with radial indicator h 
and regularized indicator h*. Then 
(2.1) h*(z) I HK$v) where y = Im z, 
with equality on SR”. For z = iy one has more precisely: 
(2.2) h *(iy) = fZ@) = lim h(ifi, 
I-Y 
where the lim is taken over values 9~ IF? only. 
PROOF. Since h *(0) = HK,(0) = 0 we may assume z # 0. The inequality (2.1) is 
obvious. In the rest of the proof we shall restrict ourselves to the case n = 2 in 
order to give a more transparent exposition of the ideas. 
Let us first prove (2.2). We set 
7 k(iy) = hm h(iy3 
I-Y 
so that in view of the homogeneity h(iy) 5 I$iy) 5 h*(iy). 
ASSERTION. For all yElR2, y#O, m,n,k=0,1,2,... and E>O we have: 
s sf%;(y,s)kg(s1,s2)dslds2=0. 
(Y. s) 2 Piy) c E 
Assuming for the moment that the assertion has been proved already, we will 
show how to derive (2.2) and (2.1). Since {sass} is a spanning set for L2 on 
any .bounded domain, and since g has compact support, it follows from the 
assertion with k=O that 
g(sl,s2)=0 a.e. on ((s1,s2):(y,s)>~(iy)}. 
In other words 
fk$A 5 4iYh 
Using inequality (2.1) with z= iy, relation (2.2) will follow. 
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Next we prove that for z B SIR” one has equality in (2.1). We write z = w<, 
w E C, <E R” and consider 
f&d =.mo 
This is a function of exponential type on C which is bounded on the real axis. 
For such functions, the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem shows that h& + iv) = 
=h&o), where h, is the indicator of fc. Hence 
h(z) = h<(w) = h&b) = h(iy), o = Im w. 
We conclude that 
h*(z)=lim h(2)zlim ht(w)=E hp(io)=lim h(iy?=HKsQlh*(z). 
i-2 e-c J-Y 
This proves equality in (2.1) for z= wt. 
PROOF OF THE ASSERTION. The proof is by induction on m and n. For every 
y E iR2, y # 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for I/y - u II< 6 and all r> r. depending 
on v 
jf(rio)l = 1 j erc”~S)g(s)dslds2j = 
R2 
h,(u) 
= 1 j &‘I&, 7 g(s)J(o)dt21 5 e(W”) +*&jr < @iv) +E)fe 
-ca --o 
Here 
u1s1+ u2s2 = t1, - 02sl + b1s2= t2 and J(o) =A 
1 2 
is the corresponding Jacobian. 
Let da denote arc length on the lines (u,s) =p and set: 
po=K(iy)+&. 
The one-dimensional Paley-Wiener theorem now yields that 
(4i=p g(s)da=O, for almost all pzpo, Ilo-yi ~6. 
Hence also, for k= 1,2, . . . 
,,i=, <u,s)kg(s)dcr=O for almost all prpo, Ilo-yll<6. 
In particular we find: 
(2.3) (Jzp ~w)kgW~1ds2=0, lo--r11 ~6, 
0 
which proves the assertion in case m = n = 0 (take u =y). 
Now assume that the assertion is true for (mo,no) and all k. We will prove 
it for (m. + 1, no) and all k; then by symmetry it will also hold for (mo, no + 1) 
and all k. 
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We observe that G1 and G2 depend on yl. In fact, 
(2.4) vol Gi = o(1) if j$ +yl (i = 1,2) 
and on Gi we find 
(2.5) (9,s) =~0+06+ -91) if YI-+YI 
We can now make the induction step by formally differentiating with respect 
to yl. For y1 ~7, we write the induction hypothesis with k+ 1 instead of k: 
j sy%z”o(~,s> k+ lg(s)dslds*] 
uw SPO 
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We also need this formula with exponent 0 instead of k+ 1: 
j s~s,“og(s)dsl ds2 = i2 s;“o$g(s)ds, ds2, 119 - y II< 6. 
G, 
In the expression j,, -jG, in (2.6) we may therefore replace (Asjk+’ by 
(mk+’ -pi+‘. After this step we let jj tend to y. Then by Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem and the order estimates (2.4) and (2.9, the 
new integrals over Gt and Gz will tend to zero. We thus conclude from (2.6): 
(k+ 1) j sl”o+1s~<y,s>kg(s)dslds2=0. 0 
(Y,S) >P, 
REMARK 1. J. Korevaar suggested this proof which gives some information 
about the size of the sets 
{ye I?“: lly/ = 1, h(iy)<k(iy)-e}. 
In fact for n = 2 it gives that these sets are finite. We note that theorem 2 as 
stated can also be obtained by using the classical Plancherel-Polya theorem and 
the fact that iii?” has positive r-capacity in C”, cf. [lo]. 
REMARK 2. Outside SIR”, there is in general no equality in (2.1). For 
example, take 
f(z) = 
cos <z: + z;+ 
z:+z;-;fn2’ 
This is a Paley-Wiener function with indicator 
hf*(z) = hf(z) = IIm (zf + 22291. 
On SIR’, hr coincides with Q:+$)+, the support function of the unit disc. 
However, off 9R2 there is strict inequality as a small computation shows. 
When we put suitable restrictions on K, the situation is totally different. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose gEL2(P’) has compact support K with polyhedral 
convex hull. Then h;(z) = H,(y) where f = .!Pg. In particular h; is pluri- 
harmonic outside a finite number of hyperplanes. 
NOTE. In case n = 1 the condition is trivially satisfied. 
Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of the following 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {Akjkcl ,..., p be finitely many distinct homogeneous 
linear forms on R” and set 
uo(z) = Max /I&), z=X+iyEQ=“. k=l....,p 
Let u be plurisubharmonic on 67’ and such that 
(4 u(z)=uo(z), ZEC”, 
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(B) u(z)=u()(z), ZESR”. 
Then u(z) = #e(z). 
PROOF. Let 
E={Z=X+iyEQ=“:~j,,kCi#~k) such that AjQ=AkQ}. 
Observe that E is a finite union of (2n - l)-dimensional hyperplanes in 
@” = IRz”. Also, E meets i R” in a union of (n - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes, 
and every component of C”\E meets i II?“\ E in an open subset of iR”. 
We see that uo, as a sup of finitely many pluriharmonic functions, is pluri- 
subharmonic; also u. is pluriharmonic outside E. Now put 
s(z) = u(z) - 24)(z). 
It follows from the preceding observations that s is plurisubharmonic on 
@“\E. From (A) we infer 
SSO 
and (B) implies: 
sr0 on SIR”, in particular on ill?“. 
We conclude that SE 0 on every component of C”\ E by the maximum 
principle for plurisubharmonic functions. Thus u = u. off E. Since E has 2n- 
dimensional measure zero, u E u. on C”. 0 
In the next section we will use theorem 3 to prove regular growth for this kind 
of Paley-Wiener functions. 
3. FOURIER TRANSFORMS WHICH HAVE REGULAR GROWTH 
The main object in this section is to prove that Paley-Wiener functions of a 
certain kind have regular growth. A “lower-bounds theorem”, which is of 
independent interest, is used to proceed from existence of a lim* to regular 
growth. We will also supply proofs of properties 1 and 2 of section 1. 
3.1. A lower-bounds theorem 
In this subsection we will need some potential theory. Our general reference 
is Hayman and Kennedy [3]. To avoid confusion about normalizations we start 
with a description of our main tools. 
Relative to the ball B(O,r) in IR”, n 2 3, we consider Green’s function 
We set u equal to the Lebesgue measure on 13&o, r) C rd” and o,, = a(M(0, 1)). 
Then the harmonic measure of EC N3(0, r) relative to x E B(0, r) is equal to 
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For a subharmonic function u on a neighbourhood of &O,r) we define the 
Riesz mass as 
1 =--Au. 
&A (n-2)0, 
Recall that for subharmonic functions II, Au is a positive distribution that can 
be viewed as a positive measure. 
We will also need the following Cartan type lemma, cf. Hayman and 
Kennedy [3], p. 131. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose p is a positive measure on IR” with cc@?“) =po< 00 and let 
O<p<q<oo. Then for every m>O 
;” #x-~ll-p&(o<m 
outside a finite or countable union of balls B(ak,rk) with 
F e<c p 
0 
q/p. 
Here C is a constant depending on p and q only. q 
Now we come to a useful multidimensional version of a classical “lower- 
bounds theorem”, cf. Levin [7], p. 21. The following result represents joint 
work with R. Zeinstra. 
THEOREM 4 (lower-bounds theorem). Let n 13. There exists a constant C> 0 
only depending on n, such that for any subharmonic function u I 0 defined on 
a neighbourhood of B(O,3R) C IR” and for any Mr 2” the following estimate 
holds: 
0 1 u(x) 2 Mu(O) 
for all x E B(0, R) outside a union of balls B(a,, Q,) with 
7 ,p,“< CRnM-n’@-2,. 
PROOF. We may assume - 00 < u(O)<0 (or there is nothing to prove) and 
R = 1. The Poisson-Jensen-Green formula gives for x E B(O,2) 
Let u* be the harmonic function defined by the last integral in (3.1). The 
inequality g(x, r) 5 (Ix - r 11 2- ’ gives 
(3.2) us - & Ux-rl12-nd~,(r)+u*(x). 
Since U*(X) I 0 on B(O,2), we can apply Harnack’s inequality ([3], p. 35) to u *. 
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Hence for x E B(0, 1) 
(3.3) -,*(,)<(2+ 1v2 - (2- l)n-1 
(-u*(o))= -3*2”-2u*(o). 
Because u(O)z~u*(O), (3.2) and (3.3) imply 
u(x)= - B& ~~x-<~~-~~~~(~++~~*-~u(O). 
To estimate the integral on the right hand side, we apply lemma 1 with 
m= -&(O)>O, M>O, q=n and p=n-2. We then obtain 
(3.4) u(x)r(l);i+3*2”-2)U(0) 
for all x~B(0,l) outside U, B(a,, Q,) with 
It only remains to estimate ~@(0,2)) in terms of u(0). Observe that 
k-3~~2~e; M2-” - 32-“. w e use a representation involving Z3(0,3) and set 
-32-“)-1. We thus find 
W) = - I <11<112-”  32-“)dfl,(r)+ j uWo,(O,4 
w-3 3) awe. 3) 
5 - &oj2) ~ll~l12-“-32-“~~~,~o~ -d4u,wJ)). 
Hence 
Pu,@(O, 2)) 5 - cm). 
We infer that (3.4) holds outside balls B(a,,e,) with 
F ,yn,Co,n/(n-2)~-n/(n-2). 
We may finally choose 
ti=M-3*2”-2z+f>0 
and 
c = cocd(n - 2)4n/(n - 2) 
to .complete the proof. q 
3.2. P-regular growth 
For our purpose the integral type definition of regular growth (section 1) is 
less convenient than a definition involving sequences of points. 
DEFINITION. Let f be an entire function of exponential type on C”. We say 
that f has P-regular growth in the direction z,,#O if there exists a sequence 
zk*oo in C” in the direction zo, that is 
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with the property that 
lim II%+ I II _ 
k-- IIGCU 
1, hf*(zo)= 22 
log If( llzo,l* 
,zkw 
NOTE. The relation 
lim* log IArzo)l = h*(zo) 
r f I-+ca 
would imply that f has P-regular growth in the direction zo. 
We will show that P-regular growth is equivalent to regular growth as defined 
in section 1. For this we need a consequence of Hartogs’ lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let h * be the indicator of an entire function f of exponential type 
on C” and suppose that for z in some compact set K (which may be just a 
point) 
h*(Z)rO. 
Then for every E > 0 there exist a neighbourhood sd of K and r. > 0 such that 
for r>ro 
log IAd<c , zEa . r 
PROOF. By the upper semi-continuity of h*, we can choose compacta KI and 
K2 with K,>@>K,>fl>K such that 
h*(z) < s/2 on K2. 
On KZ we consider the family of subharmonic functions 
u,(z) = 1% IAd, r> 1 r 
There exists a constant M such that u,(z)cM for r> 1. Also 
lim u,(z) 5 E/2. 
I-c4 
Hartogs’ lemma (Hormander [4], th. 1.6.13, p. 21) now implies that there exists 
r,>O such that for r>ro 
loi3 IAWl 
r 
= u,(z) < c/2 + e/2 on KI . 0 
THEOREM 5. Let f be an entire function of exponential type on C” (n?2), 
regularized indicator h *, that has P-regular growth in the direction z. 20. 
Then the following assertions are true: 
A: f has regular growth in the direction zo. 
B: if in addition h* is pluriharmonic on a connected neighbourhood D of zo, 
then f has P-regular growth, and consequently regular growth on D. 
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PROOF. Without loss of generality, suppose that ll~i= 1, h *(ze) = 0 and D is 
convex. Thus, if h * is pluriharmonic on D, we may assume h *E 0 on D, because 
h* = Re g for some holomorphic function g on D, and we can consider feeg 
instead off. 
It follows from lemma 2 that for every E > 0 there are 6 > 0, r. > 0 such that 
(3.5) log If( r <E, r>ro, z’EB(rzl),4&). 
In case h * = 0 on D there exists 6 > 0 depending on D and zo, but not on E, 
such that for every e>O there exists ro>O for which (3.5) holds. 
In connection with the P-regular growth, we consider sequences zk+oo in 
C”. We will write IlzJ = :rk. By the hypothesis there exists a sequence {zk} 
with 
lim log If( = o k-m rk 
such that for every large enough r we can find a k>O with 
rk-]crsrk, 
rk -c 1 ++I, 
rk-l 
Hence 
We infer from the lower-bounds theorem for U?’ = lR2” applied to B(zk, 36rk) 
and (3.5) that for eachjr2n 
(3.6) 
Ilog Iflz)l-&rkl~2ilh% I.fbk)i-&rkl 
for z E B(zk, 6rk) outside a set si of measure 5 c(6rk)2”2-i”‘(“- ‘I. 
Completion of the proof for case A. We introduce a disjoint splitting of 
&rzo, +dr) c B(zk, ark): 
Ej=(Si-,\Si)nB(rzo,36r),j>2n, 
4 = Wzo, &W \ &, , 
E, = ,(J Sjwrzo, 3W. 
Thus E,,, has measure zero and 
B(m0,3W = U 
j=Zn,...,oa 
Ej , disjoint. 
Observe also that as a consequence of (3.6) we have on EjuZ2n) 
(3.7) )log Iflz)l-&rkl~2jl108 Ifczk)l-&rk19 
(3.8) m(Ej) 5 c(&k)2”2 -jn’@ - ‘). 
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Using the above splitting, (3.7) and (3.8) we can estimate: 
Here c is a constant and V(r) = m(B(0, r)) is as in section 1. 
Since we can take E arbitrary small and 
lim log if( = o , 
k-ox rk 
we have proved that f has regular growth in the direction zo. 
Completion of the proof for case B. Since h * is pluriharmonic on the cone 
generated by D, we may as well assume that D is a cone. Now 6 need only 
satisfy the condition B(zo, 46) CD. 
It is enough to prove P-regular growth for points zh in aB(0, 1) n B(z,-,, $4, 
since we can next repeat the argument with z. replaced by any other point in 
ilB(O, 1) fl B(q, $6). We set 
i?& = r&z6 . 
Then 
and 
f& E B(rkzO, $dr&) c B(Zk, +drk) 
B& @rk) c&Z&, 6%) - 
On B(zk, &&) we have (3.6). We takej>2n so large that Sj does not occupy the 
whole ball B(Zk, j&k). Then there will be a point zi E B(i?&, +&&) \ Sj satisfying 
We finally choose j=j&-*oO SO that 
lim 2hllog f--‘ll =o. 
k-r- 
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Then the sequence (2;) will satisfy 
and 
Since E is arbitrary small, we obtain P-regular growth using a diagonal 
process. q 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f be an entire function of exponential type with indicator 
h *. If fhas regular growth in a certain direction, it has P-regular growth in that 
direction. 
PROOF. Suppose we have regular growth in the direction z. with llzoll = 1. We 
may assume h*(zo) = 0. Then for every E, 6,> 0 there exists a number 6, 
0 < 6 <So such that 
(3.9) 
1 
lim- j 1% If( 
I-00 V(6r) B(r&dr) r 
dm(z’) CE. 
From lemma 2 we infer that there exists a number 6, for which 
(3.10) lim SUP 
log If( <E 
I+m Z’E ~m&dc#r) r 
It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that 
(3.11) lim inf 
I I- 
log If( <E 
r*oI Z’EB(rz&&) r 
Let rl be a large enough positive number. Define a sequence rk+= by 
Then the balls B(rkz0,8rk) are disjoint. Because of (3.11) we can find 
zk E &rkzO, ark) satisfying 
and by the definition of rk 
When we let E and So tend to zero, we can readily construct a sequence {&} 
that establishes P-regular growth. 0 
We have found that regular growth and P-regular growth of entire functions 
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of exponential type are equivalent. We have also obtained a proof of property 
1 (section 1) for regular growth. 
We next indicate a proof of property 2 (section 1). If f has P-regular growth 
in the directions z,, where 
(3.12) z,-+zo and h*(z,)-+h*(zo), 
then f has P-regular growth also in the direction zo, as is seen by use of a 
diagonal process. Suppose now that f has indicator h* on D and that f grows 
regularly on D\F, where F has measure zero. Since h* is subharmonic, h*(z) 
is equal to the limit of the mean values of h * over, spheres shrinking to z (use 
the mean-value inequality and the upper semi-continuity). Again using the 
upper semi-continuity of h*, one concludes that for every zc~ F there is a 
sequence {zn} cD\F satisfying (3.12). Consequently f has P-regular growth 
on D. 
Our main result is now an easy consequence of what we have done so far. 
THEOREM 6. Let g E L2(R”) have compact support KC IT?“. Suppose that the 
convex hull of K is a polyhedron. Then f = Yg is an entire function of regular 
growth on C”. 
PROOF. The restriction of f to any complex line in SIR” is a Paley-Wiener 
function of one variable. Thus, by a theorem of Cartwright, cf. Levin [7], 
P. 243, 
lim* log lftrZ)l =&(z), ZESIR”, T-03 r 
where hf(z) is the radial indicator. It now follows from theorem 2, more 
specifically from (2.2) that f has P-regular growth in each direction iy EiiR” 
(cf. the proof of property 2 above). By theorem 3, hf* is pluriharmonic outside 
a set of measure zero in C” and every component of the set where h? is pluri- 
harmonic has interior points belonging to ilR”. Hence it follows from the 
properties 1 and 2 that f has regular growth on C”. 
4.APPLICATIONSANDFURTHERREMARKS 
Let ge L2(lR2) have compact support KC R2 such that the convex hull of K 
is polygonal. As an application of our results we can determine the zero distri- 
bution off = Fg quite explicitly. We will keep the notations of section 1. 
Let the vertices of the convex hull of K be aj = (a,!, aj”) E I?‘, j = 1,. . . , m. By 
theorem 2 
hf*(z)=H&)=Mti (aj,y>, z=x+iyE4Z2. 
j 
Since f grows regularly (theorem 6) it follows from theorem 1 that 
lim c=l { Ahf*dm>O, 
- r3 272 ~(0.1) 
where o’ is the volume of the zero set off in B(O,r). 
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On the other hand hy is pluriharmonic outside the set 
E={z=x+iy~4=*:~~,kO’+k) such that (q,y> = (~,y>}. 
Thus if w E (C*\E’) tl S and if q> 0 is chosen small enough, then we find on 
the cone T,,,(p) 
lim 4m -=o. 
I’m r3 
CONCLUSION. The zero set off is “concentrated” around E. 
If w = u + io E En S then there are two possibilities which, upon appropriate 
adjustment of indices, may be described by 




First we examine case (4.1). We take bp so small that 
hf*(z)=Max ((al,y>, (a2,u))'on ~,&O. 
One may compute 
(4.3) 
lim 4A-9 1 -=Grlri~ao,rAh~dm=~ 
r3 1 , 
(1 -cos q). 
T’ca 
Next we consider case (4.2). Relation (4.2) implies o = 0, that is w E iRzC C*. 
For such w one obtains 
(4.4) lim r’m 
y= 1-T ’ jr Max {c$ cos e+oj sin 8)dB. 
i 
The computations leading to (4.3) and (4.4) involve a careful application of 
Green’s 2nd identity, which becomes possible after introducing the definition 
of dhf* as a distribution, and the use of polar coordinates. We leave the details 
to the reader. 
Note that (4.3) tells us that in contrast to the one-variable case, the zero set 
of a Paley-Wiener function of several variables can have a positive density in 
cones around non-real directions. 
REMARKS. In general, that is without restrictions on Kg, the indicator h; 
need not be pluriharmonic anywhere, and then by theorem 1 of section 1 the 
zero set off has a positive density in every cone, supposing of course that f 
grows regularly. 
Our results can be extended to entire functions of exponential type that 
satisfy other boundedness conditions on IF?“, for example, functions bounded 
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by a polynomial on IR”. (One may represent such functions as Fourier 
transforms of compactly supported distributions). 
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